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About This Game

You discover a pony-foundling on your porch. Will you be able to raise it to adulthood? Play, feed, care for, wash and do your
best to keep your pet happy.

You can even create your own unique pony, Pegasus or alicorn!

Features:

 Up to 12 pets

 Advanced customization options for your pony: hairstyles, cutie marks, hats and accessories

 4 pony races

 Create your home how you like: arrange furniture, paint and create new rooms

 Lots of toys to try out

 Achievements
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Title: Joy Pony
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Dio Alias Games, Evgeny Osmet
Publisher:
Dio Alias Games
Release Date: 15 Aug, 2017
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its really dumb. I wanted to like this game but the slow moving of the pieces and the respawn being across the map when you die
drag this game out too much. Pick a better strategy game and save yourself the headache.. At it's heart, Lumo might just be
another tribute game, but to be honest - it's always great to see a tribute to a less discussed corner of gaming history: the
isometric puzzle\/platformer.

Like its inspirations, it can be painfully hard at times, even frustrating to the point of wanting to hurl a controller across the
room. The thing is: you'll take a breather, and you'll want to come back to master those jumps, or collect that darn rubber duck,
or whatever other secrets there are.

If you happened to grow up influenced by the UK side of gaming, you'll squeel (well, I did anyway) at delight with the various
little cameos out there.

As far as I'm concerned, it's really the type of game which is charming, challenging, but really solid fun. I'm nowhere near done
with it right now, but I find myself going in for a few sessions a day - broken up by the aforementioned getting stuck and
wanting to throw a controller around.

So, pure oldschool bliss then.
. I wouldn't recommend this DLC. It should have been included in the base game as it was produced and took resources away
from the base game during the development cycle. Simply anti consumer friendly move on CA's part. That being said, the
paywalled content is ok. There isn't really a tutorial for the YTR as the three factions you receive have entirely different
mechanics as opposed to the non paywalled factions. Using features like liberation stances to incite Yellow turban rebels to rise
up is cool, but you can't see how close or far you are to causing one since you can't see public order of cities that you don't
control. The tech system is an interesting change, as it's based off research similarly to past total war games as opposed to the
base game's factions' 5 turn reform waiting period. The Yellow Turban factions haven't any strong units as part of their late
game roster, it would seem that they peak out early to mid game, when you unlock your best units, which are superior for a short
time and after that, you'll have a rough time to go about it. Satisfaction is unbalanced for the YT factions as you have only a
limited number of administrator positions to keep them happy, which you have to essentially choose between having generals
high enough rank to recruit your better units and be unhappy, or have trash generals use trash units and be happy; even with the
reforms, it's still difficult to maintain satisfaction in a group that is known for a fanatical devotion to their ideals. All in all, its
interesting, but for $10, its a pass. You won't be missing much by not buying this dlc.. Very mundane menial boring tasks! They
took a big step down from AIrport Sim 2014 with his one! They shopuld have just improved for 2014, but they changed the
entire game and it's no longer free look and timed tasks in set order by gates. One of the most boring games I've ever played!.
Did not recieve my redeemable items. Dont recommend for now until the issues get resolved.. the idea it was ok but the
problem you can't buy or unlock new cards and the game there is no sountrack to feel more better about online i search half
hour there is no one i think i'm not sure about online

and the game all by luck in lot of rounds i spend my cards and there is no card can attack each round you will change your cards
even you didn't play your cards it will go down.. If you wanna become a Zookeeper then here's your chance to see how hard it is
to stop ragin' animals.. you'll never wanna become one then, problem solved.

God damn that Zombie Giraffe.
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Damn, that's amazing Arkanoid game! Tons of fun jokes, juicy blood, and hilarious sounds lol.

+Visuals: I simply love that visual style since the super trench attack, nothing to add here, it's great.
+Soundwork: Looks like those white balls you use contain brutal man inside, just listen to it xD, aside of that, music is nice.
+Gameplay: Various levels, + boss levels, secret passageways, build your own levels and all of that is in the Arkanoid game -
very nice.
+Multiplayer
+Cards
+Achievemets
+Cheap AF
-??????????????

http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=897029964. A simple little time-waster that gives you the satisfaction of
playing a game, without trapping you with a multi-hour commitment. I do get somewhat annoyed with the inability to set a
proper ATC pattern, with flight levels and approaches, but that's not the point of this game. It isn't a sim, it's just little pictures
of aircraft zipping around, and you need to guide them home. Worth picking up if it's on a good sale.. This is one of the great
forgotten games of the golden DOS era. Unfortunately, it was released too late and was overshadowed by Mechwarrior 2. But
while I really like Mechwarrior, I like this game even more. I finished it twice.

You command a battle suit in first person. There are different suits, selectable equipment, a squad to lead, huge maps and
diverse, interesting missions.
It feels more like a simulation than your average shooter or something like Mechwarrior. You use the keyboard to walk and
turn. The mouse doesn't look around with a fixed crosshair but instead is used as pointer to click on the suit controls and point
your arms to shoot on the visor. There are also keyboard shortcuts for the controls. This alone makes the feeling more
simulationy.
Situational weapon and equipment choice is important. Positioning and tactics win fights. The squad can be really helpful if
commanded well.

The cut scenes are a little bit cheesy, but surprisingly good for the time, actors mixed with CGI. They are in fact the reason the
game took so long. The story is OK, I guess. There are twists, not all surprising.
The graphics were good. The maps are large with high visibility range. Objects are identifiable. There's a HUD. At that time I
was really impressed and it is at least functional today.

Looking Glass Studios also made System Shock and Thief, great games that basically founded new genres. This one probably,
too, Tactical Squad Shooter. They knew, what they were doing.

At the time of writing there were only 32 English reviews and the game cost only 1,19€ on sale. Buy it. It is good. It is history..
This is a fun song pack for bass guitar players. The songs are pretty straightforward to play, but they provide a good workout
due to their speed and rhythm patterns.. If your looking for a quick bullet hell esque fix, this is it. Except everything is a bullet
that you must avoid. Great concept and wonderful execution, would make a great mobile game. Good game to pass time. Best
played with a controller, in my opinion.
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